What if there was a

way to increase the
realism of your health
and safety training?

There is.

Immersive. Employee. Development.
AmoveoTraining.ca

This is what the
competition calls a
simulated wound
This type of wound is terrible for
several reasons

Delivering Quality

Service and
Outstanding Results
“We have had the pleasure of
using Amoveo Training’s
services and had an
outstanding experience with
Matthew and his team! They
provided exceptional service,
expertise, friendliness and
truly care about helping build
great communities! Amoveo
Training helped take our vision
to the next level & offered
critical support throughout the
project”.
Jackie Velcoff
Executive Director HALO
(Helicopter-Assisted Lift Operations)



The colors are wrong (grey
skin??)



There is no depth to the
wound bed



It looks shiny and
unrealistic

Durable, Skin-Safe and Realistic Wounds

Injuries Happen. It’s
the Preparation that
Matters
When your first response
team arrives, what will they
see? Trauma, mass casualty
incidents and workplace injuries that are not attractive.
Prepare your people for the
real thing.

Not All Wounds are Created Equal
Trauma and injury affects body tissues in many ways, which is why we
have created a catalogue of various simulated wounds.
Our products show the different depths, textures and colors that are
consistent with the severity of the injury.

Some injuries are long and superficial, but not deep. Others cover more
of the body and some wounds are serious and critical. Health and
safety practitioners need to know what common injuries are and how to
treat them before an emergency situation occurs.
Designed by healthcare and engineering professionals for realism and
durability

Convenient and Affordable Pricing
Individual wounds
Medium size (approximately 4” in length) are $125
Large size (approximately 7” in length) are $150
Kit $499
Your Choice of 1 large and 3 medium wounds
Or
5 medium wounds
Skin Tone Colors: Light, Medium, Dark

Flexible Solutions that Take your Training to the Next Level

Our Passion for Safety
and Commitment to
Quality
“We understand the
importance of high quality
products for health and safety
training. When emergencies
happen, time is critical and
people rely on their training.
We believe in creating the best
products to help people reach
their full learning potential and
perform at their best”.
Matthew Jubelius
President & CEO
Amoveo Training

Immersive Learning and Development Solutions
Creating immersive learning experiences takes valuable
time and our team can help.
We also offer immersive experiences and simulations,
provide the special effects for training events and debrief
teams as part of your learning and development program.
We can design events, implement the scenarios and
measure the outcomes.
Did we mention that we’re mobile? We travel to your site.
Connect with us for more information.

First Aid / Field Kit A

First Aid / Field Kit B

Hamburger (large)

Scrapes

Deep

Long

Blast

Road Rash

First Aid / Field Kit C

Bruised

Complicated

Customized Prototyping and Manufacturing is
Available
Wide

Ready to increase the realism of health
and safety training?
Contact us today to get started.

Web: AmoveoTraining.ca
Email: Info@AmoveoTraining.ca
Phone: 403.977.5220

@AmoveoTraining
AmoveoTraining.ca

Customized Prototyping and Manufacturing is
Available
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